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Dust experiments on the P/comet Halley fly-by missions have shown that comet dust has an 
approximately chondritic bulk c o m p o ~ i t i o n l ~ ~ .  Although mineralogical data were not obtained, 
chemical signatures for individual impact events are consistent with polymers ( cHoN)~ '~ ,  
silicate (Si,O,Mg/Fe), mixed (chondritic) and rare FeS and C,S,Fe particles5. The particle mass6 
may be as little as -10-16g. Comet dust is generally considered to be material that chemically 
resembles presolar and early Solar System material. Thus, comparison of comet dust and fine- 
grained Solar System materials such as carbonaceous chondrite matrices and chondritic inter- 
planetary dust particles (IDPs) may provide clues to the evolution of presolar and early solar 
nebula dust. A comparison of P/comet Halley dust and matrices of carbonaceous chondrites has 
emphasised the dissimilar chemical compositions of both types of primitive Solar System 
materials7. However, chondritic IDPS' are generally less processedg Solar System materials than 
carbonaceous chondrite matrices1' even though hydrocryo enic and low-temperature aqueous 

0,ll alterations may have affected the mineralogy of some IDPs . It is conceivable that chondritic 
IDPs preserve evidence of the original chemical heterogeneities in comet dust1'. Indeed, 
nominally anhydrous (olivine and pyroxene) chondritic IDPs appear to provide a better match 
with P/comet Halley dust than hydrated (layer silicate) chondritic 1 ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~ ~ .  To explore this 
suggestion, I have analysed chondritic IDPs W7010, ~ 2 0 1 5 * ~ ' ~  & U2022C6 using a JEOL 
lOOCX anal tical electron microscope equipped with a PGT X-ray energy dispersive 
spectrometerY5. Chemical analyses were obtained usin a focussed probe of i2O nm diameter, 
The matrix of these IDPs consists of granular units 14,H6*17 characterised by fine-grained14116-18 
(down to 2 nm in diameter) platey (-1.5 nm thick17), Mg-rich silicates, sulfides and oxides 
embedded in carbonaceous material. The silicate/non-silicate ratio is highly variable and in 
places pure carbonaceous areas occur within a granular unit. These granular units are similar to 
tar-balls described for other cometary IDPS". I have deliberately used dispersed8 IDP samples 
and I report on individual analyses within the approximately chondritic granular units. Based 
on the chondritic bulk composition it is expected that -80% of the mineralogy will occur as 
Mg-rich silicates and in particular 01ivines~~.  In this way, the volume from which X-rays have 
been obtained is calculated at -lo6 nm3 which is less than the volume of individual granular 
units (> 5 x 10' nm3)16. The EDS data have been reduced using the PGT NOSTD program. 
RESULTS. The Fe/(Mg+Fe) ratios for individual spot-analyses on granular units are shown in 
FIGURE 1 [shaded]. The chemistry and mineralogy of each data point, at a scale of - lo5 nm3, is 
consistent with ultra fine-grained polycrystalline assemblages of Mg-rich olivine with a minor, 
but variable, amount of Fe,Ni-sulfides. In addition, single grains of Mg-rich olivine [Fo= 0.84- 
0.981 with a mass of - 1 0 - l ~ ~  occur embedded in the granular units. Data for other nominally 
anhydrous fine-grained Solar System materials such as tar balls and bulk IDPs of approximately 
chondritic composition are also shown in FIGURE 1 [unshaded]. These data suggest that 
Fe/(Mg+Fe) ratios increase with increased analysed volume of bulk chondritic material. The 
data for ultramicrotomed 1 ~ ~ s ' ~  confirm the chemical heterogeneity of chondritic IDPs and 
these data probably include kamacite17 or ~e,Ni-sulfide8 grains. The striking similarity between 
Fe/(Mg+Fe) distributions for P/comet Halley dust7 and anhydrous chondritic IDPs [FIGURE 11 
provide strong evidence that these IDPs are indeed representative of comet dust. Individual 
dust impacts on the Halley probes include single Mg-rich olivine grains and ultra fine-grained 
clusters of these olivines with minor amounts of Fe,Ni-sulfides. A probable mass for these 
clusters is calculated at -3.5 x 10-l6 g which is consistent with the lower particulate (< 100 nm 
in diameter) mass detected by the Particulate Impact Analyser on the Giotto probe6. 
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FIGURE I: Fe/(Fe+Mg) distributions in ultra fine-grained matrices of chondritic IDPs [shaded] 
and fine-grained extraterrestrial Solar System materials such as bulk chondritic IDPs and Huss- 
matrix of UOCs [unshaded]. The inset shows Fe/(Fe+Mg) distributions of P/comet Halley dust 
[from: Brownlee, D.E. et  al. (1987) A quantitative comparison of comet Halley and carbonaceous chondrites at  the 
submicron level. in Lunar and Planetary Science XVIII, 133-134. Lunar and Planetary Institute, Houston]. Reproduced by 

courtesy of the author. 
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